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Threat Level: High

Species: Ratattaki
Gender: Male
Height: 2.1 Meters

Fighting Style: Melee
Primary Weapon: Beskar Spear

History: Details about the subjects past are vague and we have been unable to locate any
information prior to his becoming a member of Clan Vizsla. It is the Shadowseers opinions that
this is something worth pursuing as it may divulge leverage that can be used to our advantage.
No one hides a past this well without a reason.

Appearance: The subject wears beskar armor of an ancient style. It has a line pattern to it. He
rarely seen without his armor on though will remove his helmet in the company of people he
trusts. He has gray skin and gray eyes with numerous tattoos on his head. Most notably are the
lines on both cheeks and the crown of his head. His chin and lips have also been completely
tattooed in black. His height almost instantly identifies him as he is tall and muscular.

Combat: The subject is extremely dangerous in melee combat. Particularly against weaker
foes. He has demonstrated great feats of strength and coupled with his Beskar Spear he is able
to overwhelm most enemies on sheer might alone. What makes him even more lethal is that he
has the stamina and athletic ability to fight both strong targets and more acrobatic melee
fighters. His Mandalorian Vambraces have a personal shield built in that he uses to block
incoming fire and strikes though it has a short duration before needing to be recharged.

He has trained in the use of blasters to the point that he can be just as deadly in ranged combat.
The use of the Westar-35, as typical with mandalorians, allows him to fire rapidly and accurately
under 50 meters, but is still accurate out to 100 meters. He is just as capable of firing with either
hand and is considered ambidextrous.



Strategy: We feel like the best chance for defeating the subject is to first keep him at a
distance. The further the better. Do not get locked into a close quarters fight with him alone. Use
groups of soldiers to attempt to overwhelm the subject in these situations. If need be retreat to a
safer distance and regroup. If success can not be achieved sacrifice yourself to slow the
individual down and allow others to continue the fight.


